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SLIDES:   1-6 
Artist(s):   Poetry by ASU students, Design by Thinking Caps 
Contact Info:   Dianne Cripe 
Project Title:   Moving Poems 
Date Completed:  May 2005 
Project Location:  Campus of Arizona State University, Tempe, Arizona 
Materials:   3M adhesive product 
Commissioning Agency: Office of Public Art, Arizona State University 
Design Professional:  Thinking Caps Design, Phoenix 
Public Art Administrator: Dianne Cripe 
Budget:   $2,100 
 
DESCRIPTION: 
A blend of visual and literary art, Moving Poems connects art and poetry to campus via a 
new vehicle of creative expression, the utility cart. The project, a collaboration between 
the Office of Public Art and Creative Writing Department, enhances the environment of 
the 50,000-student university, with short, thoughtful poems, urban haiku or aphorisms. 
The stark white sides of the carts provided a blank page to students in the Masters 
program of creative writing, and ASU professor and poet Alberto Rios reached students 
through a Call to Poets.  For Rios, the exercise helped students learn the true essence of 
poetry by distilling their images to a single sentence or thought. Carts and poets are both 
in the process of moving people, states Rios. Some of the winning entries include: "You 
have a call. It's you," “Take a long cut” and “Like an old farmer, language drives us 
through the fields”.  Thinking Caps, a local design firm, donated their services to create 
bright green, blue, yellow and pink backgrounds for the pithy phrases and photographs of 
the talented poets. Students, faculty, staff and visitors make an instant connection 
between the words and the poet. The carts move slowly throughout the campus, 
animating our thoughts and environment. 
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SLIDES:   7-12 
Artist(s):   Jann Rosen-Queralt 
Contact Info:   Caroline Danforth 
Project Title:   Cultivus Loci: Suckahanna 
Date Completed:  Spring 2005 
Project Location:  Powhatan Springs Park, 

6020 Wilson Boulevard, Arlington, VA 
Materials: Corten steel, jade river pebbles, copper, concrete, 

landscaping 
Commissioning Agency: Arlington County, Public Art Program, Cultural 

Affairs, Department of Parks, Recreation, and Cultural 
Resources and Kiwanis Club of Arlington 

Design Professional:  Oculus, Don Hoover 
Public Art Administrator: Caroline Danforth 
Budget:   $77,500 
 
DESCRIPTION: 
Artist Jann Rosen-Queralt integrated a public art project within this rain garden, designed 
by landscape architects Don Hoover and Greg Brandon, that collects and filters storm 
water run-off from the paved areas of the park. The system begins with a concrete 
channel running the length of the parking lot. Embellished with pebbles, copper, and leaf 
impressions, the channel guides storm-water toward the rain garden. Water also flows 
into two eight-foot tall conical steel vessels from pavilion rooftops and trickles through 
holes drilled in the sides of the vessels. Pipes, mounted on one pavilion rooftop, drip 
water into concrete basins. The water is filtered by soil, sand, and plants before 
accumulating in an underground cistern. The clean water can then be pumped into the 
water flume to flow into Reeves Run, a tributary of Four Mile Run. The work is 
appropriately titled Suckahanna, the Powhatan Indian word for water. Rosen-Queralt 
titles many of her works with Cultivus Loci, meaning cultivated place in Latin. 
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SLIDES:   13-18 
Artist(s):   Ned Kahn 
Contact Info:   Jeffrey York 
Project Title:   Wind Silos 
Date Completed:  2005 
Project Location:  International Trade Center Garage, Charlotte, NC 
Materials:   stainless steel 
Commissioning Agency: Bank of America 
Design Professional:  Trammel Crow Company, Charlotte, NC 
Public Art Administrator:  
Budget:    
 
DESCRIPTION: 
This innovative parking garage screen, created by Ned Kahn, was erected on the 
International Trade Center garage in downtown Charlotte in the fall of 2005. A total of 
18,500 highly polished 5-inch stainless steel disks are set in constant motion by wind 
currents over the silos. Wind Silos borders Charlotte's light rail and trolley tracks 
between Fifth and Sixth streets.  It is viewed daily by hundreds of commuters as well as 
from across the street by patrons of the Bobcats Arena. Ned Kahn works with natural 
phenomena of earth, air, fire and water.   
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SLIDES:   19-24 
Artist(s):   Lawrence Argent 
Contact Info:   Lawrence Argent 
Project Title:   I see what you mean 
Date Completed:  June 2006 
Project Location: The City of Denver Convention Center, CO 
Materials:   Composite materials and steel 
Commissioning Agency: Denver Office of Cultural Affairs, Public Art Program 
Design Professional:  Fentress Bradburn Architects, Denver, CO 
Public Art Administrator: Mary Valdez 
Budget:   $425,000 
 
DESCRIPTION: 
City of Denver, Denver Convention Center Expansion Public Art Project. The project is a 
forty-foot bear made from composite materials (the finish is a polymer concrete, similar 
in appearance to lapis lazuli, 4,000 triangular facets complete the form). The bear appears 
as if it is pushing it's nose and paws against the glass of the building attempting to peer 
inside the Convention Center to see what is happening. Both from afar and within close 
proximity, curiosity and fascination are sensations that are instilled. In light of this 
humorous lighthearted play there lies perhaps an essence that reflects nature upsetting the 
balance of the viewer and the viewed. The following is a narrative that elaborates on my 
thinking and creative processes involved in such a project.  
 
Whilst toying with the notion of a "Convention Center" and visualizing the vast numbers 
of people moving through and participating with this environment, my proposal emerged 
as a core response to the following: 
  - Meeting place 
  - Exchange of ideas, transference of information 

- Regional western art and the thought of what that is from a non-resident's 
perspective 

  - The natural surroundings of Colorado 
The architecture of this new structure is such a dominant presence in the location I 
thought it best to place a work that did not conflict with the essences of it's design or 
stature, and which would embrace its uniqueness of form and the relationship to the space 
it occupies. Scale therefore, became an extremely important consideration. I also wanted 
to bring the mountains (the assumed idea of Colorado) down to Denver to prompt 
visitors' awareness of the uniqueness of their location. I thought about what it is like to be 
a resident here and the journey one takes down either corridor (14th St. and Speer Blvd) 
when one notices there is a convention occurring. There is a psychological peaking of 
one's interest to the sense of wonder and curiosity of the activities/events inside.  
 
With this came further development towards a broader audience's interest and fascination. 
This entailed the capricious reversal of dynamics and the inclusion of all that is Colorado. 
Obviously, no one entity really can possess the accouterments to define all of Colorado 
but there are icons that are used profusely for this relationship.With a tongue in cheek 
approach, I thought about the fauna being representative of the mountains. 
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The type of fauna emerged as an image of the bear, and more specifically, the black bear. 
For not only do we see this as part of the inherent natural landscape, we see it on many 
levels as a not so natural landscape. The image of the bear has been transformed into 
chainsaw-sculpted personages or somewhat realistic representations that confer a 
"Regional Western Art" aesthetic. Reinforcing my mission of "Public Art" being the 
ability to communicate a non-hierarchical art experience that can be interpreted on many 
levels, the element of whimsy became augmented when I wished to make it really large. 
Alongside its size, it is the stance and posture that are essential to the dialogues set up.  
 
The bear appears as if it is pushing it's nose and paws against the glass of the building 
attempting to peer inside the Convention Center to see what is happening. The form of 
the bear is a combination of how the translation from my model is interpreted utilizing 
the 3D data and the subsequent creative exercising of technological tools.  
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SLIDES:   25-30 
Artist(s):   Sean Derry 
Contact Info:   Sean Derry 
Project Title:   Charting Pogue's Run 
Date Completed:  October 2005 
Project Location:  Center Township, Indianapolis, Indiana 
Materials:   90 mil Thermoplastic, Cast Iron, Trash Bags 
Commissioning Agency: Arts Council of Indianapolis 
Design Professional:   
Public Art Administrator:  
Budget:   $70,300 
 
DESCRIPTION: 
Charting Pogues Run investigates the changes occurring in Indianapolis through the 
perspective of Pogues Run, a shallow stream that was rerouted below the city in 1920. 
Beginning on E. New York St., along the boundary of the Cottage Home neighborhood, a 
blue line and small iron markers map the stream’s 1831 path through the city. This 
addition to the city-scape traces the streams meandering path across 4.5 miles of 
downtown Indianapolis.  
 
As a way of addressing the section of Pogues Run that remains above ground a stream 
clean-up was organized by the artist with the assistance of Indy Parks Greenways, the 
Department of Public Works, and NESCO. In late spring volunteers gathered along the 
banks of Pogues Run to assist in the removal of trash from the stream.  By addressing the 
water prior to its entry into the aqueduct these individuals significantly improved the 
health of the stream and encouraged a greater collective familiarity with the stream.   
 
By organizing a clean-up along the remaining above ground portion of the stream and 
mapping what is no longer visible, the project seeks to broaden an awareness of Pogues 
Run.  The meandering blue line that can be seen crossing roads, sidewalks, and parking 
lots throughout downtown not only maps the streams 1831 path, but restores Pogues Run 
as a feature in the landscape of downtown.   
 
Charting Pogues Run embraces the inevitable change that occurs in any landscape 
resulting in a project that is not only about change, but that itself changes.  The clean-up 
along the banks of Pogues Run was a single day event that contributed to the ongoing 
efforts to improve the conditions of the waterway.  The blue line mapping the streams 
prior path through the city will last for years and the cast iron markers will remain for 
decades.  As the line through the city begins to disappear as the result of land 
development as well as vehicular and pedestrian traffic the absence of the line becomes a 
record of this action.  These changes to the appearance of the project share a relationship 
with the natural changes that occur in the location of a tributary over a much longer 
duration of time. By mapping the prior path of Pogues Run through this ever changing 
portion of the city the project highlights this change and provides viewers with a public 
art work that assists in their recognition of the transformations that have occurred and 
continue to occur in the process of building Indianapolis.  
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SLIDES:   31-36 
Artist(s):   Romero Britto 
Contact Info:   Broward County Public Art & Design Program 
Project Title:   The Hug 
Date Completed:  December 2005 
Project Location:  RAC Shuttle Fleet ArtWrap -  

Fort Lauderdale/Hollywood International Airport 
Materials: The design was reproduced to cover the entire length of 

a standard 40 foot long low floor transit bus. The Artist 
created a design that is suitable for the final printed 
dimensions of 10x40 feet. The finished medium for this 
artwork is 3M Scotchprint Graphics. 

Commissioning Agency: Broward County Cultural Division Public Art & Design 
Design Professional:   
Public Art Administrator: Ricardo Zulueta 
Budget:   $110,000 
 
DESCRIPTION: 
The completion of the Consolidated Rent-A-Car (RAC) facility initiated a new shuttle 
system to transfer passengers from the Terminals to the RAC facility and vice a versa. 
The fleet consists of 27 standard 40-ft long low floor buses which circulate around the 
entire Terminal Perimeter on both the Arrival and Departure Levels. Pickup and drop-off 
areas are identified at each Terminal and level. The intent of this project is to provide 
visitors using this shuttle with a colorful and cheerful image that welcomes them to our 
South Florida community. The designs are reflective of our unique environment and 
diverse culture and focus on the qualities of our County as a major travel destination. 
This public art project is categorized as a temporary artwork. The project aims to engage 
the general public through the application of hi-tech graphic design media. 
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SLIDE   37-42 
Artist(s):   Al Price 
Contact Info:   Phoenix Public Art 
Project Title:   Sine Waves 
Date Completed:  April 2006 
Project Location: Buckeye Road between 16th Street and Sky Harbor 

Circle South, Phoenix, Arizona 
Materials: Steel fence pickets, concrete footings, vulcan black 

powdercoat paint 
Commissioning Agency: Phoenix Office of Arts and Culture 
Design Professional:   
Public Art Administrator: Andrea Galyean 
Budget:   $328,000.00 
 
DESCRIPTION: 
At the north end of the new Phoenix Sky Harbor International Airport Rental Car Center, 
sculptor Al Price has created an elegant quarter-mile-long view fence. 
 
Titled Sine Waves, the fence sculpture is an elegant variation on a steel picket fence.  
Price carefully rolled, bent, and welded the bars into 16-foot panels that form an 
undulating pattern based on sine waves.  Although the view fence uses standard 
materials, the dynamic design creates a moire effect as the panels zig and zag through the 
landscape.   
 
The rippling curves of Sine Waves reflect the sun in shifting lines of shimmering light, 
activating the long stretch of road for pedestrians and motorists alike.   
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SLIDES:   43-48 
Artist(s):   Jerry Beck 
Contact Info:   Caroleanne Meehan 
Project Title:   The Secret Ark of Icon Park 
Date Completed:  July 2005 
Project Location:  Charlestown Navy Yard, Boston, MA 
Materials: A broad range of materials were used.  The project's 

main structure or "Hull" involves a steel armature, 
faced with tinted acrylic panels.  In and around the 
"Hull" a variety of large-scale sculptures and 
assemblages were placed. 

Commissioning Agency: The Institute of Contemporary Art, Boston / ICA 
Artists-in-Residence at Boston National Historical Park 

Design Professional:  Matt Stone Fabrications 
Public Art Administrator:  
Budget:   $70,000 
 
DESCRIPTION: 
Jerry Beck was commissioned by the Institute of Contemporary Art (ICA), in partnership 
with the National Park Service, to create a temporary work of public art.  The fifth project 
presented by a joint initiative of the ICA and Boston National Historical Park, Beck's 
resulting work was called "The Secret Ark of Icon Park," an ambitious, large-scale 
tableau for the Charlestown Navy Yard, visited by hundreds of thousands of people every 
year. "The Secret Ark," on view from July 2 - October 11, 2005, had as its central 
element a 64-foot long "Hull," in and around which were placed a range of maritime-
themed sculptural statements, such as a captain's quarters, crew-mate bunks, decorative 
oars, a helm, a bottle-shaped mast, treasure chest, a figurehead, a giant "pencil/cannon," a 
weathervane, an oversized cork-covered gun, and more. Stressing the need for safe 
harbor and optimism amidst our present-day reality of global and domestic conflict, 
Beck's project references a wide range of influences and themes, including the biblical 
story of Noah's Ark, American carnivals and arcades, and the ideas of inspirational 
figures, both contemporary and historic. The Ark's purpose was to take visitors on a 
fantasy voyage that offered poignant commentary on the world around us. Beck worked 
with school-aged children as part of his ICA/National Park Service residency; these 
students contributed some rope-covered "lifeboats" to the Ark. 
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SLIDES:   49-54 
Artist(s):   Lori Nozick and 4th Grade Students 
Contact Info:   Lori Nozick 
Project Title:   Luce Et Vita Universae 
Date Completed:  May 2005 
Project Location:  P.S. 58, Staten Island, New York 
Materials: Painted wood, glass, copper, bronze, handpainted cast 

aluminum, LED lighting 
Commissioning Agency: New York City Department of Education and New 

York City School Construction Authority 
Design Professional:  Mitchell/Giurgola Architects 
Public Art Administrator: Michele Cohen 
Budget:   $99,000 
 
DESCRIPTION: 
Luce Et Vita Universae began with the idea of space as a metaphor for exploration, both 
in the astronomical and physical senses.  The site of the atrium lobby itself, coupled with 
the school’s theme, were the inspiration for the project.  In designing it, Nozick 
responded to the multiple vantage points of the balcony above and floor below and 
maximized the effects of natural light streaming in from the adjacent curtain wall. 
 
A multi-media installation, Luce Et Vita Universae consists of a painted wall relief, 
sequenced LED lighting design with a light event every 29 minutes for one minute, and 
two suspended sculptures evoking a meteor shower and constellation of imaginary 
planets. The piece incorporates glass, copper, bronze, and aluminum elements.  
Simulating stars and planets and suggesting a sense of infinity, the installation is not a 
didactic display of the solar system, but rather a poetic interpretation. 
 
Under the auspices of the Sites for Students Program, Nozick was hired to design and 
implement the project as well as collaborate with the students.  A component of the 
commission was art workshops with fourth grade students and their teachers to engage 
them in the process of the project.  To that end, the students created paintings of night 
skies, and sculpted their own stars out of castiline, an oil-based clay and wax material 
that can be direct cast. 
 
The student’s stars were cast in bronze and their comets cast in aluminum, and they are 
permanent elements of the installation, on the wall relief and as the components of the 
mobile. During the course of the project the students also constructed an Art Space 
Station for display of their work.   
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SLIDES:   55-60 
Artist(s): Beniah Leuschke, Matthew Wycoff, Deanna Skedel, 

Michael Schonhoff, Oz McGuire, Eric Robertson 
Contact Info:   Porter Arneill 
Project Title:   Avenue of the Arts 2005 

 
No witness a fool. A nasal aria's time emits air, alas an 
aloof assent. I won by Beniah Leuschke 
 
Quote by Matthew Wycoff 

 
Quem Quaeritis (whom you seek) by Deanna Skedel 

 
Cart of the Nephilim by Michael Schonhoff 

 
The Public Media Literacy Project  
(That Lynch Movie)  by Oz McGuire 

 
Auto-node  by Eric Robertson  

 
Date Completed:  May 2005 
Project Location: Central Street, btwn 13th/9th Streets, Kansas City, MO 
Materials:   Each of the six artists used different materials 
Commissioning Agency: Aveue of the Arts Foundation in partnership with the 

Kansas City Art Commission 
Design Professional:   
Public Art Administrator:  
Budget:   $30,000 
 
DESCRIPTION: 
Avenue of the Arts 2005 was the sixth annual summer exhibition of temporary public 
artwork by six Kansas City regional artists. The Avenue of the Arts Foundation (360 
Architecture, DST Systems, Inc.), in partnership with the City of Kansas City Municipal 
Art Commission and the Downtown Council, is pleased to continue to showcase a wide 
range of innovative and thought-provoking art in downtown Kansas City.  
 
Selected by a panel comprised of arts professionals, and business and community 
representatives, each artist is commissioned to create a temporary, site-specific public art 
installation sited near one of six intersections between 14th and 9th Streets along Central 
Street, also known as Avenue of the Arts.  
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SLIDES:   61-66 
Artist(s):   Jackie Ferrara 
Contact Info:   Jackie Ferrara 
Project Title:   Fountain and Wall of Towers 
Date Completed:  January 2006 
Project Location: University of Houston Science and Research Center, 

Houston, TX 
Materials:   Fountain:  Granite, water, blue light 

Wall of Towers:  Maple plywood 
Commissioning Agency: University of Houston 
Design Professional:  Cesar Pelli 
Public Art Administrator:  
Budget:   $775,000 
 
DESCRIPTION: 
Three new buildings designed by Cesar Pelli were added to the university’s existing 
Science and Research building.  The buildings, a laboratory, auditorium and classroom 
building,  surround a courtyard. Working with the architect's office I designed the 
fountain and benches to fit within the courtyard space and interact with the surrounding 
buildings. The red and black granite stones complement the colors of the auditorium and 
classroom buildings. Lights set into the water channel along the top switch on at 
sundown, creating a blue line that runs the length of the fountain. 
 
Just north of the fountain is the new auditorium. The commission included design of the 
lobby wall, a concave curve visible from outside. Wall of Towers is a sequence of tower 
images made of 2100 pieces of plywood. Hand stained black, gray and two shades of red, 
the colors reflect the red and black granite stones of the fountain. 
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SLIDES:   67-72 
Artist(s):   Jorge Orta 
Contact Info:   Robin Nigh 
Project Title:   Luminographic Concert 
Date Completed:  January 2006 
Project Location:  University of Tamp, Tampa, FL 
Materials: 6 PIGI Projectors, cabling, control computer, audio 

speakers, CD Player 
Commissioning Agency: City of Tampa, Public Art Program 
Design Professional:  n/a 
Public Art Administrator: n/a 
Budget:   $150,000 
 
DESCRIPTION: 
Lights On Tampa is a new biennial program of the City of Tampa, Public Art Program. It 
is a public/private partnership whose mission is to bring an engaging, entertaining, and 
educational cultural/aesthetic experience to all residents and visitors of Tampa, Florida. 
Artists were selected from an international call to artists from a jury including Patricia 
Phillips, Chairman of the Department of Fine and Performing Arts at the State University 
of New York at New Paltz; James Rondeau the Frances and Thomas Dittmer Curator for 
Contemporary Art at The Art Institute of Chicago; and Peter Schjeldahl, art critic for the 
New Yorker magazine. Lights On Tampa brought free access to artistic excellence to 
over 20,000 people on January 7, 2006.  Some installations are permanent; others were 
seen nightly for varying lengths of times.  
 
The artist was selected to give an updated and refreshing look to an existing site, while 
maintaining the architectural integrity of that site.  The installation is comprised of six 
clusters of laminated safety glass in varying sizes installed on the north facade of the 
municipal office building.  
 
“I have been fascinated with light all my life, both for what it can do and for the effect it 
has on us. In all my prior mediums I have used light in ways that are not always apparent. 
When I found a way to uniquely express myself in light I embraced it fully. With my 
lightpaintings I separate white light into pure color and paint with light.  Each piece has a 
presence that far exceeds its physical dimensions. At once both physical objects and 
illusions, they remind us that dreams, hopes and aspirations are the center of arts ability 
to touch the human spirit.  
 
Perception - how we see everything is colored by history, society, culture and memory. 
Lightpaintings add to the dialogue. The inspiration for Luminous Affirmations was the 
City of Tampa, its vibrancy and potential. I wanted to capture some of that excitement 
permanently. Like Tampa itself, the lights ebb and flow with the changing light, 
reflecting the dynamism of the city.” 
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SLIDES:   73-78 
Artist(s):   Ann Adams 
Contact Info:   Jean Graham 
Project Title:   Big Chiller Blues 
Date Completed:  November 2005 
Project Location: Austin Convention Center Parking Garage and Chiller 

Tower, Austin, Texas 
Materials:   Glass tiles 
Commissioning Agency: City of Austin Art in Public Places Program 
Design Professional:  Barnes Gromatzky Kosarek Architects 
Public Art Administrator:  
Budget:   $160,000 
 
DESCRIPTION: 
This 5-story Austin Convention Center Parking Garage also houses a Chiller Tower and 
retail space on the street level.  The glass tile pattern that clads two sides of the structure 
was designed by Ann Adams, an artist who generally works with fiber, to reflect the 
cooling function of the building.  The upper portion of the east wall is clearly visible to 
cars traveling down Interstate 35, the main highway that passes through the city, and 
there are streetscape amenities to encourage pedestrian traffic along the north side of the 
building. 
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SLIDES:   79-84 
Artist(s):   Larry Kirkland 
Contact Info:   Barbara Mercer 
Project Title:   The Writer's Desk 
Date Completed:  October 2005 
Project Location:  ImaginOn, The Joe and Joan Martin Center, Charlotte, NC  
Materials:   Granite and Marble sculptures with inscribed text 
Commissioning Agency: Arts & Science Council, Charlotte, North Carolina 
Design Professional:  Holtzman, Moss & Associates, New York, New York 
Public Art Administrator:  
Budget:   $350,000.00 
 
DESCRIPTION: 
The Writer’s Desk is a public artwork and tribute to Rolfe Neill who retired in 1997 as 
Chairman and Publisher of the Charlotte Observer after twenty-two years of service. 
During that time he was involved in nearly every achievement of the community and he 
is frequently referred to as the Patron Saint of the Arts. The committee chose to honor 
him with an artwork that will forever inform, challenge and delight. Here are his words 
literally carved in stone, along with representations of the tools of the writer’s trade, 
including Rolfe’s favorite, his manual typewriter. 
 
Artist Statement: 
My task has been to create an artwork, placed in the plaza of the children’s learning 
center, which honors Rolfe Neill and his legacy. The challenge was to unite the adult 
themes of Rolfe’s life and writings with an exuberant site soon to be filled with youth and 
families. It was important to create an engaging environment for the diverse community 
that will inhabit the space. I wanted to celebrate Rolfe’s passion for truth, the written 
word, and the writing profession, as well as a place to gather, reflect, sit quietly or 
noisily, or create a spontaneous performance at an outdoor gathering. 
 
The work has developed in concept as the tools of the writer.  A keyboard becomes a 
series of seats ready for a performance, a scattering of pencils are benches, a tower of 
books becomes a light reflecting beacon, three rubber stamps admonish the viewer to 
Seek the Truth, Speak the Truth, and Hear the Truth. 
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SLIDE   85-90 
Artist(s):   Evan Levy & Seth Rogers - Sound Collective 
Contact Info:   Evan Levy 
Project Title:   Wetlands Listening Post 
Date Completed:  May 2005 
Project Location:  Freedom Park, Atlanta, GA 
Materials: Stainless Steel, Aluminum, Wood, Obsidian Chimes, 

Bog Environment 
Commissioning Agency: Art in Freedom Park 
Design Professional:  Evan Levy 
Public Art Administrator:  
Budget:   $2,500.00 
 
DESCRIPTION: 
A science and art project utilizing an 8' parabolic disc made of aluminum and stainless 
steel. Park visitors are encouraged to sit on the "x" shaped bench in front of the disc. 
Wind driven obsidian chimes suspended inside a US Navy fog horn broadcast from the 
top of a 20' radio tower in a small wetland bog a hundred yards away. If viewers listen 
carefully or have a conversation sitting on the bench the parabolic disc captures and re-
sculpts the sound.  
 
Exhibited in Art in Freedom Park 2005, Atlanta, GA 
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SLIDES:   91-96 
Artist(s):   Alice Adams, R.M. Fischer, Marek Ranis 
Contact Info:   Pallas Lombardi 
Project Title:   South Tryon Bus Maintenance Facility 
Date Completed:  April 2005 
Project Location:  South Tryon Street, Charlotte, North Carolina 
Materials: The sculptural clock is painted steel; clock mechanism 

provided by Elderhorst Bells, Inc. Alice Adams' 
woodland save area and landscape include 6 different 
species of trees (the woodland 18), 7 varieties of shrubs, 
and 5 different ground covers, annuals, and perennials.  
Ranis incorporated two colors of glazed bricks into the 
standard red bricks specified by the architect. 

Commissioning Agency: Charlotte Area Transit System (CATS) 
Design Professional: Parsons Brinckerhoff, Morris Berg Architects, Teresa L. 

Hawkins, ASLA, President, GNA Design Associates, Inc. 
Public Art Administrator:  
Budget:   $414,000 
 
DESCRIPTION: 
Charlotte Area Transit System (CATS) commits 1% of its capital budget to its Art-in-
Transit Program established in 2002.  NYC artist, Alice Adams, and area artist Marek 
Ranis, are the first lead artists selected by an art panel informed by the community to 
propose art for CATS new maintenance facility, the $41 million South Tryon Bus 
Facility.  Alice Adams chose to collaborate with the landscape architect on the 
landscaping surrounding the contiguous buildings, including the employee/visitor parking 
garage, adminstrative offices, paint and body shop, wash and fuel facility, and bus 
maintenance building.  In addition to the landscaping, Adams "adamantly" saved a half-
acre woodland juxtaposed 250 bus concrete parking lot.   
 
Marek Ranis added two courses of blue and orange glazed brick to all of the buildings, 
creating a rhythm mimicking motion and CATS' bus routes.   
 
Adams and Ranis recommended an artist be selected to create a clock for the arches 
(security gates.)  R.M. Fischer had Polich Art Works fabricate and install his sculptural 
clock and Elderhorst Bells provided the clock mechanism.   
 
Adams and Ranis recommended art be added to the interior of the buildings for the 
enjoyment of visitors and employees.  Foyer art and a photography project documenting 
the maintenance work is being done in 2006.   
 
CATS' adopted Transit System Plan includes rapid transit for five corridors (South, 
North, Northeast, Southeast, and West) as well as a streetcar system.  All of the corridors 
will incorporate art.  The South Tryon Bus Facility artists have set the stage and tone for 
the Art-in-Transit Program. 
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SLIDES:   97-102 
Artist(s):   David Tillinghast 
Contact Info:   Hillary Brett 
Project Title:   Bell Rhododendron 
Date Completed:  April 2005 
Project Location: The Center for Craft, Creativity and Design, Perry N. 

Rudnick Nature Trail, Hendersonville, North Carolina 
Materials:   dirt, stone, moss, steel, bronze 
Commissioning Agency: The Center for Craft, Creativity and Design 
Design Professional:   
Public Art Administrator:  
Budget:   $8,000 
 
DESCRIPTION: 
The piece consists of a shallow mound of stones approximately 2 feet high by 10 feet in 
diameter.  The stones are planted with moss.  The stones are placed on top of a mound of 
dirt in a concentric pattern resempling a spore print of a mushroom or lichen.  There is a 
hollow inside of the mound containing a resonating chamber for a bell which can be rung 
by lifting a bronze handle on top of the mound.  The bell is made from an oxygen 
cylunder used in gas welding.  The handle is spherical and rests in a two inch pipe that 
leads into the hollow space where the bell is suspended.  A stainless steel cable runs 
through the pipe to the ringing mechanism below. 
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SLIDES:   103-108 
Artist(s):   Two Girls Working:  Tiffany Ludwig and Renee Piechocki 
Contact Info:   Renee Piechocki 
Project Title:   Trappings: Pittsburgh Bus Cards 
Date Completed:  April 2005 
Project Location:  Pittsburgh Public Bus System, Pittsburgh, PA 
Materials:   Digital Prints 
Commissioning Agency:  
Design Professional:   
Public Art Administrator:  
Budget:   $4,200 
 
DESCRIPTION: 
Two Girls Working is the collaborative team of artists Tiffany Ludwig and Renee 
Piechocki.  Since 2001, they have traveled across the United States gathering groups of 
women together to respond to the question: what do you wear that makes you feel 
powerful?  These interview sessions are the first stage of their national, artist-initiated, 
project Trappings.  To date, they have interviewed over 500 women in fifteen states, 
including forty-eight women in Pittsburgh.  
 
In 2005, they initiated a public installation of Trappings in Pittsburgh.  The goal of the 
installation was to bring the compelling stories women had shared in Pittsburgh interview 
sessions into a public platform.  The artists designed a series of prints to be located in the 
advertising spaces of Pittsburgh’s transit system.  Each print featured photographs and 
quotes of women from local interview sessions.  The artists rented 100 spaces in the 
system, and received a donation of 100 additional spaces from Pittsburgh’s transit 
agency.  The prints were installed during March 2005, Women’s History Month, through 
April 2005.    
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SLIDES:   109-114 
Artist(s):   Anna Valentina Murch and Douglas Hollis 
Contact Info:   Jennifer Woo 
Project Title:   Waterscape 
Date Completed:  October 2005 
Project Location:  New City Hall, San Jose, California 
Materials:   Granite, Stainless Steel, and Water 
Commissioning Agency: San Jose Public Art Program 
Design Professional:  Richard Meier Partners 
Public Art Administrator:  
Budget:   $2,650,000 
 
DESCRIPTION: 
As part of the development of the new San Jose Civic Center, the Public Art Program of 
the City of San Jose commissioned artists Anna Valentina Murch and Douglas Hollis to 
design an artwork for the plaza of the New City Hall. The artists' design is a water 
sculpture inspired by the natural geological and artesian conditions underlying the San 
Jose region. Equally important is the intent to create a symbol for the future, one that 
celebrates innovation and change as an ephemeral experience. 
 
The specific design of Waterscape is composed of two topographic fields of monumental 
granite slabs. The fields slope from Santa Clara Street toward the New City Hall plaza. 
Water flowing down the surface of the field laps onto the plaza in subtle ripples.  Water 
also flows over the vertical stone on the fountain edges, disappearing beneath the plaza, 
creating walls of water that defines the perimeter along Santa Clara Street. The water 
within the field is programmed to respond to changes in time of day, temperature, season 
and/or availability of water to create different visual, sonic and atmospheric qualities. 
 
Within the field are groupings of stone boulder surrounded by concealed water jet 
nozzles that will bubble and swirl around these boulders as if they are emerging or 
submerging from the water flow much like boulders in a river. Additional boulders are 
set into the plaza providing a variety of seating opportunities next to the water feature. 
 
Telescoping linear "vanes" of stainless steel extend from the field and plaza 20-28 feet 
into the air. These vanes deliver different qualities of fog through the air above the plaza 
to cool it on warm days, and catch and refract prismatic light. The vanes move subtly, 
and form a delicate three-dimensional transparent screen, contributing a layer of texture 
and a transitional scale between the pedestrian and monumentality of the building.  
 
Waterscape is activated by a series of programmed events that people move through and 
around, explore and discover; a series of time-based movements engaging the sidewalk 
on Santa Clara Street and flowing inward to the plaza. Programming of the artwork 
considers sonic and active qualities of the water, the velocity of water, water jet activity, 
and the fog vanes. The piece is illuminated at night for a distinctive evening identity.  
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SLIDES:   115-120 
Artist(s):   Herbert Dreiseitl, Atelier Dreiseitl 
Contact Info:   Peggy Kendellen 
Project Title:   Art Wall 
Date Completed:  August 2005 
Project Location:  Tanner Springs Park, Portland, Oregon 
Materials:   reclaimed train rails, handpainted inlaid glass 
Commissioning Agency: Portland Parks & Recreation 
Design Professional:  GreenWorks 
Public Art Administrator:  
Budget:   $400,000 
 
DESCRIPTION: 
The park reintroduces a wetland to an area that had been transformed from wetlands, to 
industrial district to chic new neighborhood. Using 368 reclaimed local train rails and 
hand painted inlaid glass panels, German artist and landscape designer Herbert Dreitseitl 
created a 60 meter long undulating Art Wall that provides a connection to the industrial 
past of the site while forming the eastern boundary of the park.  Since Dreitseitl is a 
unique combination of artist and landscape designer, the Regional Arts & Culture 
Council opted to put the percent for art fund into the Art Wall rather than create a small 
stand alone project.  This is the first city block in Portland that is designed so that 
surrounding sidewalks drain into the site rather than into the streets and their storm 
drains. 
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Selections by Robert Rindler 
President, Milwaukee Institute of Art & Design 
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SLIDES:   121-126 
Artist(s):   Jenny Holzer 
Contact Info:   Marc Pally 
Project Title:   For Pittsburgh 
Date Completed:  July 2005 
Project Location:  Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
Materials: LEDs (light emitting diodes) set in plexiglas cylinders 

mounted on stainless steel frame.  Computer. 
Commissioning Agency: Sports and Exhibition Authority 
Design Professional:  Rafael Vinoly 
Public Art Administrator: Carol Goldstein and Marc Pally 
Budget:   $885,000 
 
DESCRIPTION: 
For Pittsburgh celebrates the city and people through its vibrant presence on the 
Allegheny River and through its kinetic display of three important books that tell 
compelling stories about Pittsburgh.  Situated on the swooping roofline of the David L. 
Lawrence Convention Center, For Pittsburgh is monumental in physical scale and in its 
ambition to give public presence to books most commonly read in private.  The three 
books that scroll on the lighting system tell stories about Pittsburgh taken from the 
personal experiences of the authors.  The books are "An American Childhood" by Annie 
Dillard", "Damballah" by John Edgar Wideman and "Out of this Furnace" by Thomas 
Bell.  Over time, other texts will be added to the collection, creating an open air public 
library for Pittsburgh, providing reading opportunities on the city's skyline.  Books will 
scroll twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week.  Optimum legibility of the texts occurs 
on the Convention Center's fourth floor terrace.  The artwork also can be appreciated and 
enjoyed for its formal presence and scale without reading the text and in this way joins a 
number of other light works along the Allegheny including the Ninth Street Bridge and 
Sign of Life by Richard Gluckman and Robert Wilson at Penn Avenue Place. Each book 
will scroll along a system of LEDs (light emitting diodes) attached to two edges of the 
roof just above the fourth floor outdoor corridor that connects the south side of the 
building to the riverside terrace.  The roof of the east side of the artwork is 346 feet long 
supporting 768 LED tubes and the west side is 342 feet long supporting 760 LED tubes.  
The roof slopes down from a height of eighty feet to five feet.  The scale and complexity 
of For Pittsburgh required uncommon coordination and cooperation between Holzer's 
studio and  Paul Miller of Sunrise Systems (engineering and lighting), Rafael Vinoly 
Architects and the Sports and Exhibition Authority, all of whom worked over three years 
to bring the project to completion. 
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SLIDES:   127-132 
Artist(s):   Carter Ernst & Paul Kittelson 
Contact Info:   Carol Laufer 
Project Title:   Root Square Heritage Lanterns 
Date Completed:  July 2005 
Project Location:  Root Memorial Square, Houston, Texas 
Materials:   Stainless Steel, LEDs 
Commissioning Agency: City of Houston Convention and Entertainment 

Facilities Department 
Design Professional:  Kirksey Architects 
Public Art Administrator: Cultural Arts Council of Houston + Harris County 
Budget:   $150,000 
 
DESCRIPTION: 
Root Square Heritage Lanterns are a set of 5 inter-related site-specific sculptures 
designed for the North East corner entrance to Root Square Memorial Park. A futuristic 
look at the site’s Victorian past, these 5 light-emitting towers are reminiscent of its 
architectural history. 
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SLIDES:   133-138 
Artist(s):   Donald Lipski 
Contact Info:   Kelly Pajek 
Project Title:   Intimate Apparel & Pearl Earrings 
Date Completed:  October 2005 
Project Location: Fort Worth Convention Center, Texas 
Materials:   400+ Donated hats on Steel Armature 
Commissioning Agency: Fort Worth Public Art 
Design Professional:   
Public Art Administrator:  
Budget:   $240,000 
 
DESCRIPTION: 
Donald Lipski's landmark sculpture, lightly suspended in the 12th Street Lobby, is a 
collaborative force of nature. True to his approach to making art with ordinary objects, 
Lipski proposed cowboy hats to reflect Fort Worth's unique heritage. Mayor Mike 
Moncrief upped the ante by insisting on authenticity, resulting in an open invitation to 
Hang Your Hat on a Star. Now hats from the famous mingle delightfully with those of 
real cowpokes and regular folk, emblazoning the 26' diameter Texas star. Each has a 
story to tell. Enthusiastic volunteers wrangled hats from the likes of former President 
George H. W. Bush, Texas Governor Rick Perry and movie legend Chill Wills. Lipski 
tips his hat to one Garlene Parris and her tireless efforts by including an anagram of her 
name in the title. 
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SLIDES:   139-144 
Artist(s):   kurt perschke 
Contact Info:   kurt perschke 
Project Title:   RedBall Project : Portland 
Date Completed:  April 10 - 16th, 2005 
Project Location:  Portland, OR 
Materials: The project is both an object and an event. The object is 

constructed of PVC vinyl and was custom 
manufactured for the artist. 

Commissioning Agency: Kevin Carroll, The Katalyst Consultancy;In-Kind 
support from: Portland Mayor's Office, Portland Ad 
Federation, inSITU Portland, Limbo Films 

Design Professional:   
Public Art Administrator:  
Budget:    
 
DESCRIPTION: 
The RedBall Project is an inflatable mobile sculpture work/event that exists as a series of 
daily architectural installations spanning one or two weeks in a given city.  Each site 
installation exists for one day with the ball wedged into a pedestrian space or 
architectural feature.  As a transient work, fluidly moving between locations and 
engaging the public, RedBall is ideal in dense urban environments where it creates a 
kinetic experience. Portland, Oregon was a model city for the project with its vivid and 
pedestrian-friendly downtown. The project is installed without signage and becomes a 
magnetic anomaly in a familiar landscape. 
 
Sites are chosen by the artist during an advance research visit and the entire suite is 
carefully conceived, orchestrated and documented, with the artist on-site throughout the 
project installations. 
 
Artist statement: 
When working in public, I am an advocate for people seeing sculptural space. I regard 
ongoing public works such as the RedBall Project as research in utilizing the built 
environment for temporary actions. The larger project is the developing story of how 
RedBall in each city relates in image and interaction. The work has the ability to provide 
multiple types of experience; because of its magnetic nature it can reveal complexity for 
those who wish to see it without being aloof for audiences unconcerned with art.  Every 
time a person on the street says,  “You know, you should really put it ...”, the project 
succeeds in creating that moment of active imagination. This is the core of the RedBall 
Project’s goal - not the object itself - but how its temporary movements and site 
associations allow the passerby to immediately take it on as an imaginative act. 
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SLIDES:   145-150 
Artist(s):   Gordon Huether 
Contact Info:   Gordon Huether 
Project Title:   Arena Parking Garage 
Date Completed:  February 2006 
Project Location:  Arena Public Parking Garage, Stockton, California 
Materials:   Toy cars and steel framing. 
Commissioning Agency: City of Stockton, California 
Design Professional:   
Public Art Administrator:  
Budget:   $135,000 
 
DESCRIPTION: 
Commissioned by the City of Stockton for a public parking garage, this 18-by-32 foot 
mosaic mral is made out of thirty thousand toy cars.  These tiny matchbook cars have 
been coated with a UV protectant ro prevent fading and damage from the sun. 
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SLIDES:   151-156 
Artist(s):   Stephen Knapp 
Contact Info:   Robin Nigh 
Project Title:   Luminous Affirmations 
Date Completed:  January 2006 
Project Location:  Tampa Municipal Office Building, Tampa, Florida 
Materials:   Laminated safety glass, brackets, halogen lamps 
Commissioning Agency: City of Tampa, Public Art Program 
Design Professional:  n/a 
Public Art Administrator: n/a 
Budget:   $102,500 
 
DESCRIPTION: 
Lights On Tampa is a new biennial program of the City of Tampa, Public Art Program. It 
is a public/private partnership whose mission is to bring an engaging, entertaining, and 
educational cultural/aesthetic experience to all residents and visitors of Tampa, Florida. 
Artists were selected from an international call to artists from a jury including Patricia 
Phillips, Chairman of the Department of Fine and Performing Arts at the State University 
of New York at New Paltz; James Rondeau the Frances and Thomas Dittmer Curator for 
Contemporary Art at The Art Institute of Chicago; and Peter Schjeldahl, art critic for the 
New Yorker magazine. Lights On Tampa brought free access to artistic excellence to 
over 20,000 people on January 7, 2006.  Some installations are permanent; others were 
seen nightly for varying lengths of times. A final installation by artist Janet Echelman, 
comes later this year.   
 
The artist was selected to give an updated and refreshing look to an existing site, while 
maintaining the architectural integrity of that site.  The installation is comprised of six 
clusters of laminated safety glass in varying sizes installed on the north facade of the 
municipal office building.  
 
“I have been fascinated with light all my life, both for what it can do and for the effect it 
has on us. In all my prior mediums I have used light in ways that are not always apparent. 
When I found a way to uniquely express myself in light I embraced it fully. With my 
lightpaintings I separate white light into pure color and paintwith light.  Each piece has a 
presence that far exceeds its physical dimensions. At once both physical objects and 
illusions, they remind us that dreams, hopes and aspirations are the center of arts ability 
to touch the human spirit.  
 
Perception - how we see everything is colored by history, society, culture and memory. 
Light paintings add to the dialogue. The inspiration for Luminous Affirmations was the 
City of Tampa, its vibrancy and potential. I wanted to capture some of that excitement 
permanently. Like Tampa itself, the lights ebb and flow with the changing light, 
reflecting the dynamism of the city.” 
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SLIDES:   157-162 
Artist(s):   Christopher Janney PhenomenArts, Inc. 
Contact Info:   Christopher Janney 
Project Title:   Circling 
Date Completed:  January 2006 
Project Location:  Dallas Fort Worth Airport, TX 
Materials:   Colored glass, interactive electronics, lights and sound. 
Commissioning Agency: Dallas/Ft. Worth International Airport 
Design Professional:  HKS 
Public Art Administrator: n/a 
Budget:   $500,000 
 
DESCRIPTION: 
Circling is a 21st century, labyrinthine environment incorporating interactive elements 
and sound.  Constructed of colored glass, this artwork allows travelers to step out of 
airport dissonance into a soothing, quiet, contemplative space.  The transparent walls 
outline four concentric circles within a 32-foot diameter area.  From the upper levels, this 
round shape is apparent while at the ground level, the separation appears as a maze, or 
series of veils. 
 
INTERACTIVE ELEMENTS: In Circling interactive lights and sound components are 
placed in the floor.  Within each of these light-plates, there are sensors; a bank of MR-16 
lamps and audio speakers.  As a traveler walks over, he triggers lights and an ever-
changing series of soothing, melodic and environmental sounds.   
 
RIDDLE: Janney believes that public art should be multi-layered.  There are obvious 
levels if you step here, a light or sound triggers but then there are deeper levels for the 
returning passenger.  With this in mind, Janney has created a riddle within Circling.  
Etched in a plaque on the floor, the riddle tells a traveler how to walk a certain path.  
Once traversed, the piece reacts with a dance of its own, creating a sense of mystery and 
creative play. 
 
It is a fact that air travel will continue to increase over time and that there will always be 
delays and waiting travelers.  Circling attempts to respond to the pedestrian scale within 
such an atmosphere.  Janney is concerned that public spaces not only have a unique sense 
of place, but also areas of creative rest visually interesting but also physically engaging.  
To pass the long hours of waiting Circling endeavors to make people both aware of the 
scale and beauty of the airport’s space, while developing a sense of ownership, a sense of 
it being their space. 
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SLIDES:   163-168 
Artist(s):   Donald Lipski 
Contact Info:   Brandi Reddick 
Project Title:   Got Any Jacks? 
Date Completed:  November 2004 
Project Location: American Airlines Concourse D Terminal Extension, 

Miami International Airport, Miami, FL 
Materials:   Mixed Media 
Commissioning Agency: Miami Dade Art in Public Places Trust 
Design Professional: The Corgan Team, Miami International Airport, North 

Terminal Expansion Program 
Public Art Administrator:  
Budget:   $650,000 
 
DESCRIPTION: 
Consisting of nearly 100 sculptures made of fish replicas, Got Any Jacks? is a tribute to 
Miami’s miraculous aquatic environment. The fish replicas, ranging in size from two feet 
across to over fourteen feet across, are arranged in abstract, geometric patterns. Their 
unique arrangement throughout the concourse walls evokes sculptures that are at once 
fish, and as abstract shapes, represent something else. Upon entering the terminal, the 
installation immediately invites a humorous response and creates a whimsical atmosphere 
for passengers to experience and enjoy as they travel to and from Miami. 
 
As the artist states, “I appreciate it when I get off a plane, and walking into the airport, 
get a feeling of where I’ve landed. Miami has big nature: blue skies, billowing clouds, 
sparkling water, vivid colors, and a certain degree of levity. I want travelers to have a big 
experience before they leave the airport. I hope I’ve created an environment full of 
delight, beauty and surprise.” 
 
To fabricate the fish, Lipski collaborated with renowned taxidermist Mike Kirkhart, who 
has won numerous awards, including Best in World, Master Taxidermy, three separate 
years, by the National Taxidermy Association. To complete Got Any Jacks?, Kirkhart 
solely dedicated the expertise and creativity of his shop, New Wave Taxidermy, 
exclusively to this project for one year. 
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SLIDES:   169-174 
Artist(s):   Erwin Redl 
Contact Info:   Robin Nigh 
Project Title:   FADE III 
Date Completed:  January 2006 
Project Location:  Pavilion at Rivergate Tower, Tampa, Florida 
Materials: LEDs, LED mounting wire, cables, electronics, circuit 

boards, power supplies 
Commissioning Agency: City of Tampa, Public Art Program and Friends of  
    Tampa Public Art 
Design Professional:  n/a 
Public Art Administrator: n/a 
Budget:   $136,000 
 
DESCRIPTION: 
Lights On Tampa is a new biennial program of the City of Tampa, Public Art Program. It 
is a public/private partnership whose mission is to bring an engaging, entertaining, and 
educational cultural/aesthetic experience to all residents and visitors of Tampa, Florida. 
Artists were selected from an international call to artists from a jury including Patricia 
Phillips, Chairman of the Department of Fine and Performing Arts at the State University 
of New York at New Paltz; James Rondeau the Frances and Thomas Dittmer Curator for 
Contemporary Art at The Art Institute of Chicago; and Peter Schjeldahl, art critic for the 
New Yorker magazine. Lights On Tampa brought free access to artistic excellence to 
over 20,000 people on January 7, 2006.  Some installations are permanent; others were 
seen nightly for varying lengths of times.  
 
Artist Erwin Redl created a computer-controlled LED light installation that reaches 84 
feet high and 48 feet wide, covering the north windows of the Pavilion at Rivergate 
Tower in downtown Tampa.  The installation consists of over 27,000 LEDs and the 
distance between each LED is 6 inches. Each light element consists of a double-sided 
electronic circuit board with a red LED on one side and a blue LED on the other side. 
The blue LED points south to the interior and the red LED points north to exterior, so the 
installation creates an indoor-outdoor experience. Two tinned copper cables are structural 
support for the circuit boards and conductors of electricity.  By controlling the LEDs 
individual brightness levels, a continuous and smooth color shift is achieved. 
 
“My work reflects upon the condition of art making after the digital experience. The 
formal and structural approach to the various media I employ, such as installation, CD-
ROM, internet and sound, almost requires binary logic, because I assemble the material 
according to a narrow set of self-imposed rules which often incorporate algorithms, 
controlled randomness and other methods inspired by computer code. 
 
Since 1997, I have investigated the term ‘reverse engineering’ by (re-) translating the 
abstract aesthetic language of virtual reality and 3-D computer modeling back into an 
architectural environment by means of large-scale light installations. In this body of 
work, space is experienced as a second skin, our social skin, which is transformed 
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through my artistic intervention. Due to the very nature of its architectural dimension, 
participating by simply being present is an integral part of the installations.” Erwin Redl 
 
‘Reverse engineering’ the method of re-programming software from an industry rival 
without knowing the original computer code. 
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SLIDE   175-180 
Artist(s):   Tricia McLaughlin & Robert Drummond 
Contact Info:   Emily Spruill 
Project Title:   Virginia Beach Convention Center Video Art Wall 
Date Completed:  April 2006 
Project Location:  Virginia Beach Convention Center, Virginia Beach, VA 
Materials: Computer server, multiple DLP (digital light panel) 

projectors, audio speakers, and two large glass screens 
Commissioning Agency: City of Virginia Beach 
Design Professional:  Skidmore, Owings & Merrill (SOM) 
Public Art Administrator: N/A 
Budget:   $1,200,000 
 
DESCRIPTION: 
The City of Virginia Beach unveiled two commissioned pieces for the Video Art Wall for 
the new Virginia Beach Convention Center on Friday, April 21, 2006. The video art wall 
is the first of its size in the country and will expand to 360 feet wide in early 2007. 
 
The Wall showcases video installations by contemporary video artists, Tricia 
McLaughlin and Robert Drummond, who were selected from a national call to artists 
process to create an installation that will consist of video projected onto two 90-foot 
wide, 9-foot high walls. 
 
The current video wall consists of two screens 90 feet by 9 feet, totaling 180 feet wide by 
9-feet high. Its intention is to provide both art and information to the pre-function area of 
the facility. As the new convention center is being constructed in two phases, the second 
phase will double the screen width to 360 feet in early 2007. 
 
McLaughlin is probably best known for her digitally animated works, which often depict 
the characters Hefty Man and Slender Woman (3-D animation characters taken from the 
InfiniD software package). She has created virtual aquariums and other apparatus where 
humans can be viewed behaving as themselves. McLaughlin believes that human 
behavior creates structure just as structure governs human behavior. Much of her work 
addresses water as both a vital element to our physical existence and a threat. 
 
Drummond has, of late, been exploring High-Definition technology, as well as ultra-
portable, low-resolution cameras. His work integrates video imagery with structural 
forms to imbue static backdrops with presence and life. By projecting montages across 
resin figures and textured glass the interplay of light and surface create living, breathing, 
sculptural entities. 
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SLIDES:   181-186 
Artist(s):   James Carpenter 
Contact Info:   Peggy Townsend 
Project Title:   Luminous Light Masts  
Date Completed:  May 2005 
Project Location:  Chattanooga Pier at Ross's Landing, Chattanooga, TN 
Materials:   stainless steel 
Commissioning Agency: 21st Century Waterfront Trust 
Design Professional:  Landscape architect:  Hargreaves Associates, MA 
Public Art Administrator: Peggy Wood Townsend 
Budget:   $650,000 
 
DESCRIPTION: 
Chattanooga's vision of returning to the river was realized with the completion of the 21st 
Century Waterfront Project which called for a redevelopment of 129 acres along the river 
and addressed multiple areas of public space.  Integral to the waterfront plan was a civic 
committment to public art.  The City and Allied Arts conducted a number of public 
forums attended by over 500 citizens.  The forums resulted in the adoption of a public art 
plan that reflects community vision for public art.  Armed with the plan and a budget of 
1.2 millon dollars (1% of 120 millon dollar total waterfront budget--raised with all 
private monies) a public art committee identified public art projects and initiated 
international calls for artists.  The Light Masts for the Chattanooga Pier was the first of 
these initiatives. 
 
The Chattanooga Pier extends out over the Tennessee river 160 feet.  James Carpenter 
was commissioned to design seven 40 foot tall woven stainless steel light masts for the 
pier.  The masts extend the length of the deck and illuminate the pedestrian way.  During 
the day, the cylyndrical masts create movement and a moire effect.  At night, the masts 
are internally lit from within and glow from top to bottom, acting as beacon --both literal 
and figurative--beckoning people to come to the river. The cylinders are normally used 
for industrial filtration.  Carpenter has reinterpreted them as sculptural and functional 
forms for lighting, demonstrating his ability to cross the boundries between architecture, 
engineering and fine arts. 
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SLIDES:   187-192 
Artist(s):   Matthew Dehaemers 
Contact Info:   Matthew Dehaemers 
Project Title: Trifecta of Oakdale (horseracing, bike racing, auto 

racing) 
Date Completed:  June 2005 
Project Location:  Oakdale Park, Salina, Kansas 
Materials: 1,200 foam pool noodles that have been cut into 30,000 

one inch foam discs.  The foam discs are quilted 
together with 50,000 plus plastic zip ties. 

Commissioning Agency: Salina Arts and Humanities  
Design Professional:   
Public Art Administrator: Karla Prickett 
 
Budget:   $5,000 
 
DESCRIPTION: 
This commission was inspired by the history of Oakdale Park in Salina, Kansas where the 
Smoky Hill Arts Festival takes place every year.  Historically the park was developed as 
a horse racing track around the early 1900's later it was used for autoracing and bicycle 
racing.  The artist played off of images that depict these three forms of racing.  Ironically, 
the Smoky Hill River "horeshoes" around the entire park.  The images were pixelated out.  
Each pixel represented by a complex patterning of foam pool noodle discs.  These are the 
same foam tubes kids play with at the pool.  This project was constructed by the 
assistance of three high school art groups.  Three large scale floating murals were 
eloquently placed below one of the three foot bridges that crossed the Smoky Hill River.  
To enter the festival the public had to cross over one of these three bridges, allowing 
them to have an experience of each image. 
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SLIDES:   193-198 
Artist(s):   Marjorie Kouns 
Contact Info:   Marjorie Kouns 
Project Title:   Well-Lit Chess Pieces 
Date Completed:  23-Apr-05 
Project Location:  Washington Square Park, Greenwich Village, NY 
Materials: The shades were made of Klearspan, a flame retardant 

vinyl-coated canvas stitched over frames of welded 
struts and painted with special acrylic pigments and 
glaze sealant finish. The shades were secured to 
lampposts with aviation cable and U bolts.  Each of the 
twenty-seven lampshade units measure 16 inches in 
diameter top, widening to a 33 inch base and 42 inches 
high. The seven remaining shades along the fountain 
area measured 11 inches diameter top, widening to a 27 
inch diameter base and 31 inches high. 

 
Each chess game piece ranged from 3-6 ft. high and 2 ft 
wide diameter at the base. They were made of welded 
iron rods, encased with chicken wire mesh with 
thousands of Abet Laminati tile decorator counter top 
chips secured individually to the chicken wire with 
chenille sticks and then coated in a polyurethane glaze 
to protect from the natural elements. 

 
Commissioning Agency: Artist/Producer generated 

Fiscal sponsorship: Lower Manhattan Cultural Council  
NYC Department of Parks and Recreation 

Design Professional:  Marjorie Kouns / Artist and Producer 
Public Art Administrator: Geri Thomas of Thomas and Associates /artstaffing.com 
Budget:   $150,000.00 
 
DESCRIPTION: 
Well-Lit Chess Pieces was created as a Public Art Project for Washington Square Park in 
New York City. This large-scale 2-part project consisted of a topiary style chess garden 
of 11 game pieces and 34 lampshade covers over park lamp posts along each corner 
entrance and fountain area at Washington Square Park. Due to popular demand, the 
installation was triple extended for nearly a year from April 2005 - April 2006. Well-Lit 
Chess Pieces was a fiscally sponsored project of Lower Manhattan Cultural Council. 
 
The eleven life-sized chess game pieces included one King, one Queen, one Bishop, two 
Knights, two Rooks, and four Pawns.  Each piece ranged from 3-6 ft. high and contained 
thousands of colorful Abet Laminati chips encased over a welded frame. They were 
placed in strategic positions in the infamous chess corner of Washington Square Park. 
Each game piece tested the viewer’s choice as to where the next best move could be 
made through an artificial intelligence model called the Thinking Machine 4, created by 
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Martin Wattenberg and Marek Walczak. The designs of these game moves were also 
painted directly onto the lampshade covers as tendril-like marks. 
 
In addition, there were thirty-four Empire style lampshades installed over the existing 
lamp posts of the four corner entrances and fountain area of the park. Each of the hand 
painted lampshades measured 33 - 42 inches high. By day the lamps were decorative 
poles of color; from dusk to dawn they became magical stained glass nightlights for the 
pathways throughout the park. 
 
Both the lampshade covers & topiary style chess pieces are larger than life in scale. 
I am testing the attraction people have with public spaces and how they instinctively 
desire to make them part of their own property. In this case I am producing lamp covers 
in a reading lamp style that you would use in your living room, making the park your 
very own outdoor living area to enjoy. The test of the chess topiary-like pieces is to 
attract everyone from novice to expert and cause each one to interact by observing game 
strategy, order, and chance moves that essentially mimic nature and life itself. 
 
It is my intention to create a model for an urban parks beautification project both locally 
and nationally. My mission is to produce works of art for future visual enhancements in 
urban environments worldwide. Parks are treasured space. I want to attract more people 
to these public spaces through my works, making them a cultural hub of dancers, poets, 
performers and like-minded visual artists who can also contribute their own forms of 
expression here. 
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SLIDES:   199-204 
Artist(s): Acconci Studio - Vito Acconci, Peter Dorsey, Stephen 

Roe, Dario Nunez 
Contact Info:   Vito Acconci 
Project Title:   Facade, West 8th Street Subway Station 
Date Completed:  April 2006 
Project Location:  West 8th Street Station, F Line, Coney Island, NY 
Materials: Steel tube structure, porcelain enamel panels, stainless 

steel woven wire mesh 
Commissioning Agency: Metropolitan Transit Authority: State of New York 
Design Professional:  James McConnell, Daniel Frankfurt, PC 
Public Art Administrator:  
Budget:   $2,000,000 
 
DESCRIPTION: 
Like a wave of the ocean, like the sand in waves.  The program is: that the station has 
views to the beach.  Use the wave, then, to make a view, the force of a wave, the wave 
forces a view. 
 
As the facade waves up and down, it waves in and out; as the facade waves in and out, it 
waves up and down.  The facade bulges in on one level, it waves onto the other level, 
where it bulges out.  The facade on one level waves in between the waves of the other 
level; where one facade bulges in, the other facade bulges out.  
 
A stairway up to the station:  the facade waves out, bulges out, to enclose the stairway.  A 
ramp to the station: the facade waves up and down, it bulges out, it breaks to make an 
entrance. 
 
Inside the station, facade bulges in and out until it reaches a breaking point, it opens to 
make a view. 
 
Here and there the facade bulges just far enough in, just far enough out, to make a seat. 
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SLIDES:   205-210 
Artist(s):   Ralph Helmick + Stuart Schechter 
Contact Info:   Ralph Helmick 
Project Title:   Landing 
Date Completed:  April 2005 
Project Location:  Seattle-Tacoma International Airport, Seattle-Tacoma, 
WA 
Materials:   Cast pewter, stainless steel cable, acrylic spheres, steel 
Commissioning Agency: Commissioned by the Port of Seattle 
Design Professional:   
Public Art Administrator:  
Budget:    
 
DESCRIPTION: 
Hanging within the central space of the Seattle Tacoma International Airport terminal 
floats Landing, a sculptural meditation on nature and regional culture. Comprised of 
hundreds of precisely suspended cast metal elements, Landing employs a sort of three-
dimensional Pointillism, wherein numerous small sculptures coalesce into large 
composite forms. 
 
Four distinct groups of elements give rise to the image of a Snow Goose landing in the 
rain. The goose itself consists of smaller waterfowl in five different flight positions. 
Native Salmon comprise the reflection of the bird. Various sized acrylic spheres create 
the illusion of rainfall. And sculptures symbolic of Northwest culture-- ranging from 
coffee mugs to umbrellas-- are arrayed across the lower third of the composition. 
 
The subject matter is simultaneously; pastoral, depicting an especially elegant moment of 
natural avian activity; cultural, relating to manmade activities associated with the 
Northwest; and philosophical, a meditation on the link between Man and Nature. 
 
It can also be read as slyly meteorological, as the glittering transparency of the rain and 
water surface elements puts a positive spin on the region's reputation for precipitation. 
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SLIDES:   211-216 
Artist(s):   Ray King 
Contact Info:   Ray King 
Project Title:   Spectral Cloud 
Date Completed:  September 2005 
Project Location:  Almaden Community Center & Library, San Jose, CA 
Materials:   Dichroic Glass, Stainless Steel 
Commissioning Agency: City of San Jose 
Design Professional:   
Public Art Administrator:  
Budget:   $175,000 
 
DESCRIPTION: 
Spectral Cloud is a celestial shower of light and color. Comprised of thousands of optical 
glass prisms suspended from a web of stainless steel cables in the atrium space, Spectral 
Cloud will hover in space, defining the vast expanse with thousands of sparkling, 
chromatic, light-sensitive glass elements that fill, but do not occupy the space in an 
opaque sense.  
 
Spectral Cloud is designed to interact with both the natural sunlight and electric 
downlights to add a dramatic and dynamic design element to greet visitors and employees 
to the center as they arrive and travel through the building. Spectral Cloud is designed as 
a modern interpretation of the tradition of grand crystal chandelier that adorn great halls 
in Europe.  
 
Spectral Cloud is translucent enough to allow viewer’s vision to penetrate beyond the 
sculpture, complementing, not distracting from, the architecture, and will interact with 
the natural sunlight at the various times of the year as well as electrical illumination. The 
effect will be ethereal and mystical, as the sculpture uses dispersion of light into spectral 
colors that reflect and refract into the surrounding space in unexpected ways. These 
chromatics will constantly change depending on the orientation of the viewer and the 
angle of light, shimmering and transmorphing like a mirage. 
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SLIDES:   217-222 
Artist(s):   Julian Opie 
Contact Info:   Caroleanne Meehan 
Project Title:   Suzanne walking and Julian walking 
Date Completed:  October 2005 
Project Location:  Northern Avenue Bridge, Boston, MA 
Materials: LED-powered animation created through drawings 

made via computer rendering by Julian Opie 
Commissioning Agency: ICA/Vita Brevis; Institute of Contemporary Art, Boston 
Design Professional:  not applicable 
Public Art Administrator: not applicable 
Budget:   $90,000 
 
DESCRIPTION: 
Suzanne walking and Julian walking are two full-height animated walking portraits, 
rendered for transmission on LED screen by the British artist Julian Opie.  They are 
installed on opposite ends of the pedestrian-only Northern Avenue Bridge along its outer 
edge. The bridge crosses Boston's Fort Point Channel and is at the edge of the city's inner 
harbor. It is used by hundreds of Boston's visitors and downtown commuters every day, 
and can be seen by boat traffic from the water sheet. Known for a characteristically 
graphic style, the world-renowned Opie uses computer rendering programs to distill 
images down to their essential elements. Borrowing from the language of traffic signs 
and logos, Opie blends generic representation with the sensitive placement of 
idiosyncratic details that reinforce the individual personalities of the portrait subjects. 
While Suzanne walking and Julian walking are depicted with simple outlines, the 
particular movements of the subject's strides are captured with remarkable realism, 
resulting in a mesmerizing tension between the personal and the impersonal. Scheduled 
to be on view for a full year, "Julian walking" and "Suzanne walking" help to celebrate 
Boston's strength as a pedestrian-friendly city, and the increasing activity in and around 
its seaport district. 
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SLIDES:   223-228 
Artist(s):   Sarah Sze 
Contact Info:   Joan Peterson 
Project Title:   An Equal and Opposite Reaction 
Date Completed:  July 2005 
Project Location:  Marion Oliver McCaw Hall, Seattle Center, Seattle, WA 
Materials: A wide variety of materials were used in the project.  

Structural materials included 3/8" & 1/4" aluminum, 
ladders of various lengths, staircases of various lengths.  
Non -structural included plastic levels, artificial plants, 
steel taped tape measures, plastic cable ties, plastic 
electrical parts, aluminum desk lamps, plastic 
thermometer faces, rubber tubing, and more. 

Commissioning Agency: Seattle Center/Seattle Opera.  Office of Arts & Cultural 
Affairs administered the project. 

Design Professional:   
Public Art Administrator:  
Budget:   $300,000 
 
DESCRIPTION: 
Artist Sarah Sze’s suspended sculpture is installed in the main lobby of Marion Oliver 
McCaw Hall at Seattle Center.  The sculpture is 30 feet tall and 20 feet in diameter at the 
top, three feet in diameter at the bottom and titled An Equal or Opposite Reaction, a 
phrase borrowed from Newton’s Third Law of Motion. 
 
The artist writes: 
Movement through the lobby determines the form on the sculpture in several ways.  As 
the viewer enters the lobby, the vortex structure of the sculpture is designed to sweep the 
viewer’s sight line up into the space above.  Entering from the direction of the cafe, the 
spinning vortex acts as an eddie, if you will, in the flow of light and space that curves 
down the hall.  From the different views offered by the balconies and the stairs of the 
lobby, a multitude of vantage points are revealed as the sculpture is viewed in the round, 
and the climbing and tumbling structures within the sculpture play on the movement of 
the two stairways that flank the piece’s location. 
 
On the one hand, the sculpture itself explores structures that are losing mass, stripped 
down and revealing skeletal structures, building-like foundations, or underlying support 
mechanisms that lie beneath.  While on the other hand, they describe organic systems in 
growth, development, climbing and accumulating.  In this way the piece attempts to 
describe an entire organism still in the process of building or falling apart. 
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SLIDE   229-234 
Artist(s):   DeWitt Godfrey, Michael Oatman, and Spurse 
Contact Info:   Lillian Hsu 
Project Title:   Public Art/Moving Site 
Date Completed:  Jan-May 2006 
Project Location: Each of the three artists chose a different site in each of 

the three cities, and each project also took in the moving 
site of the journey through Cambridge, MA; Bellows 
Falls, VT; and New Haven, CT. DeWitt Godfrey placed 
his sculptural intervention between houses and 
buildings in both Cambridge and New Haven.  In 
Bellows Falls he placed them in between trees.  Michael 
Oatman's site was the community of model makers, and 
he presented his exhibition at the CAC Gallery in 
Cambridge, a community space in Bellows Falls, and an 
exhibition space in New Haven. Spurse used the 
intersection of food and each city as their sites for 
gleaning, and used a vacant storefront for their 
provisional restaurants in the three towns. 

Materials:   DeWitt Godfrey - steel plate formed into cylinders 
Michael Oatman - video and the work of many people 
who work in miniature Spurse - food, all manner of 
food-related equipment, cooking, gleaning, serving, 
community members. 
 

Commissioning Agency: Cambridge Arts Council Cambridge, MA;  
Rockingham Arts and Museum Project, Bellows Falls, VT; 
ArtSPACE, New Haven, CT 

Design Professional:  NA 
Public Art Administrator: NA 
Budget:   $75,000 ($25,000 x 3 sites) 
 
DESCRIPTION: 
Public Art/Moving Site was an innovative traveling public art project that stretches the 
concept of "site".  The Cambridge Arts Council of Cambridge, MA. the Rockingham Arts 
and Museum Project of Bellows Falls, VT, and ArtSPACE of New Haven, CT presented 
three public art installations and exhibitions in three New England communities 
consecutively from January to May 2006.  Each town had a series of three installations 
simultaneous with the other two towns, with a rotation occuring every six to eight weeks.  
 
Whereas site, in the realm of public art, usually refers to a fixed space, Public Art/Moving 
Site challenged the artists to think of their site as both stationary and moving.  Each artist 
created a project that responded to an artist-chosen site in each city but also responded to 
the moving "site" of the journey through three communities.  Their work bore the 
evidence of that path but maintained its integrity, shape, and material throughout changes 
in environment and social context. 
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In Pamplona, DeWitt Godfrey placed steel cylinders, two to seven feet in diameter, 
within architectural boundaries, allowing the shapes to interact with gravity, load, 
weather, urban activity, architecture, and happenstance. 
 
Michael Oatman presented Model Citizens, a video and exhibition featuring the work of 
model makers from the different cities who spend part of their day in a small world.  His 
video was a document of his project and its journey. 
 
Spurse, an artist collective, created The Public Table, a provisional restaurant in each 
community based on migrancy, global movement of resources, and gleaning. The Public 
Table presented food as a site of common interest.  In Cambridge, its last stop, Spurse 
installed on the CAC Gallery wall the accumulation of objects from the New Haven and 
Bellows Falls sites and then invited the public to take the objects, which included 
furniture, food, cooking equipment, paper, wood, appliances, and food books.  This free 
store was entitled "Of(f) the Table - Everything Must Go". 
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